
ChargeTime
An attractive minimalist design which provides guests with two easy-to-find USB 
charging outlets and a single-set alarm clock. Specifically for bedside charging. Also 
available in white color.

Keeping Your World Connected ™ is a trade mark of TeleAdapt, Inc. All 
rights reserved. All copyrights and trademarks acknowledged.

ChargeTime+
The ChargeTime Plus is a uniquely designed hotel alarm clock radio, Bluetooth speaker and fast 
charge mobile device charger all-in-one. ChargeTime Plus is loaded with hotel features that make 
it incredibly simple for hotels to install including pre-set time, automatic daylight savings 
adjustments and included security features. Also available in white color.

TA-7850-A00

2 x 2.1A

1 x 2.1A
1 x 1.0A

TA-7830-B01

HOTEL ALARM CLOCKS
with power to keep guest devices charged-up

All models include important hotel features including single-day alarm, USB 
charging, security features, dimmable display and battery back-up.

Sound Rise Hotel
The Sound Rise Hotel radio alarm clock has two fast charging USB ports located on the top of 
the speaker. With Bluetooth, guests can stream audio without missing a beat; allowing them to 
keep their device exactly where they want it, in their hand.

JBL Horizon Hotel
The JBL Horizon Hotel alarm clock offers room-filling JBL stereo sound with wireless 
Bluetooth streaming and accessible USB charging. With single day alarm and a battery 
backup ensures guests wont miss their own alarms. The compact design, LCD display and 
ambient light are ideal for the night stand.
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TA-08H-BK

TA-HORIZON-BK

2 x 2.1A

2 x 1.0A

Sound Rise Classic
Sound Rise Classic Hotel is a classic alarm clock and bedside speaker to complement a 
modern lifestyle. With an “Easy-to-read” dial, “Easy-to-set” controls plus a precision quartz 
movement with smooth sweep motion for silent operation for hotel guests. Bluetooth allows 
guests to stream and enjoy their music with balanced audio.
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HOTEL ALARM CLOCKS
with power to keep guest devices charged-up
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Station W Clock
The Nonstop Station W is a stylish hotel alarm clock and charging station with two front-
facing USB ports and a 10W Qi wireless charging tray. Designed for the modern hotel, it 
includes features that are both hotel and guest-friendly.TA-8220-US-A00

TA-8221-A00

iHome HBN22
The HBN22 is specifically designed for hotels. With a compact design it offers NFC Bluetooth, 
FM clock radio, USB charging and speakerphone. Single day alarm prevents guests from waking 
to previously set alarms from sounding, while the Gentle Wake peacefully wakes guests with 
gently ascending alarm volume. 

iHome HiH48 
The HiH48 is specifically designed for hotels. With a compact design it offers dual AC outlets 
and dual USB charging sockets. Single day alarm prevents guests from waking to previously set 
alarms from sounding, while the Gentle Wake peacefully wakes guests with gently ascending 
alarm volume.

1 x 2.1A
1 x 1.0A

2 x 2.4A

iHome HBH88
The HBH88 is specifically designed for hotels. With a compact design it offers Bluetooth audio, 
dual AC outlets and dual USB charging sockets. Single day alarm prevents guests from waking 
to previously set alarms from sounding, while the Gentle Wake peacefully wakes guests with 
gently ascending alarm volume.

2 x 2.4A
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Station A Clock
Nonstop Station A is a stylish hotel alarm clock and charging station with two USB 
ports and a 10W Qi wireless charging tray. Designed for the modern hotel, it includes 
features that are both hotel and guest-friendly.

TA-8220-US-T00

TA-8221-T00

Station O Clock
Nonstop Station O is a compact hotel alarm clock and charging station with dual,
front-facing USB ports. Designed for the modern hotel, it includes features that are
both hotel and guest-friendly. 
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